The “Young Achievers Awards – 2018” organised by The Tiatr Academy Goa (TAG) were presented to Antonet De Sousa and Milagres Esvin Carneiro at a function held in Panaji, recently. The awards were given on the occasion marking the Birth Anniversary Celebration of Late Regina Fernandes, the First Lady of Tiatr Stage. The MLA of St. Cruz Constituency, Shri Antonio Fernandes was the Chief Guest. While speaking on the occasion, Shri Fernandes said the Young Achiever Awards are a boost to the youngsters. Shri Fernandes added that although tiatrs are sometimes critical of politicians, he finds it the best medium to relax when stressed.

Present on the occasion were Tiatr personality, Rosy Alvares, President of TAG, Shri Gurudas P. Pilarnekar and Member Secretary of TAG, Shri Cezar D’ Mello, former President of TAG, Tomazinho Cardozo, among others.

President of TAG, Shri Gurudas P. Pilarnekar while speaking on the occasion said they would try to increase the number of awards in the young achiever category. He hoped that with these awards more youngsters get inspired to enter the world of tiatrs.

Booklet on the young achievers was released on the occasion. Shri Joy Fernandes compered the function.